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1. Preface 

Research Manitoba is a provincial funding agency, which provides funds for research and 
innovation in health, natural sciences and engineering, and social sciences and humanities in 
Manitoba. Through funding received from the Province of Manitoba, Research Manitoba 
facilitates a number of research grants and awards programs.  

2. Purpose 

New Investigator Operating Grants are designed to defray the direct costs of research such as 
personnel costs, supplies and expendable materials, experimental animals, small equipment 
and computers, and knowledge mobilization/knowledge translation costs. These funds are 
intended to support new investigators in Manitoba to establish independent research programs 
and achieve the research productivity necessary for obtaining long term research funding from 
national research funding agencies and/or other external research funding organizations. 

3. Award Amounts and Duration 

Award funds are to be used to defray the direct costs of research only.  

New Investigator Operating Grants will be capped at the following maximum amounts and 
terms for each category: 

 Health - $65,000 per year for 2 years 
 Natural Sciences and Engineering - $25,000 per year for 2 years 
 Social Sciences and Humanities - $20,000 per year for 2 years 

Applicants will be notified in the GMS of the funding decision before the end of June 2022, and 
the start date for successful grants is September 1, 2022. All funding decisions are final. 

4. Application Deadline 

Application Deadline:     Tuesday, March 1, 2022 (4:00PM CST) 

Letters of Support Deadline    Tuesday, March 15, 2022 (4:00PM CST) 

5. Eligibility 

All applications must meet the following criteria to be considered for funding, and both the 
applicant and co-applicant(s) must meet all eligibility criteria.  

*New* The eligibility criteria has been changed for the 2022 and 2023 competitions to 
accommodate for research distributions to early career researchers which occurred during 
the COVID-19 pandemic.  

i. Investigators must be within the first four years of their initial faculty appointment at 
the Assistant Professor (or equivalent) level in North America, as of the application 
deadline. Applicants with career interruptions for health or family reasons, that have 
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had an approved leave of absence, may extend their eligibility by the length of the 
leave.  
 Exception for health applicants: Clinician Scientists who have held an academic 

appointment at the Assistant Professor (or equivalent) level in North America for 
longer than four years will be eligible if they are still within the first four years of the 
start of their independent research career, as of the application deadline. The start 
of an independent research career is defined as the date at which the clinician 
scientist first applied for funding for a research project in which they were a 
principal investigator on a peer-reviewed grant. 
 

ii. Each investigator is limited to one (individual or joint) New Investigator Operating Grant 
application per competition. Research Manitoba will not accept concurrent applications 
for a Research Manitoba New Investigator Operating Grant in the Health, Social Sciences 
& Humanities or Natural Sciences & Engineering categories. 
 

iii. Investigators may not hold more than one Research Manitoba New Investigator 
Operating Grant (as applicant or co-applicant) within their eligibility period. 
 

iv. Applicants may hold a Tri-Agency research grant (CIHR, NSERC, SSHRC) and be awarded 
a Research Manitoba New Investigator Operating Grant, provided there is no overlap in 
the use of funds. If an applicant holds funding for the same project used to apply for a 
Research Manitoba New Investigator Operating Grant, applicants are to clearly state 
how the funds will be used differently. 

Note: Applicants who are on limited term, or contingency hires must ask their 
Deans/Department Heads to provide a signed letter stating that the applicant’s term at the 
institution will be extended to cover the length of the Research Manitoba award term, and that 
the applicant’s department intends to allow the applicant to apply for a tenured position within 
the department by, or at the end of their term. Please email a PDF copy of this letter to 
Research Manitoba’s Helpdesk before the application deadline. This letter will be included in 
the application package provided to reviewers.  

6. Multiple Applications and Holding Multiple Awards 

If concurrently applying for funding for this research project from a national research funding 
agency and/or other external research funding organization, applicants must provide details of 
the budget requested from the other funding organization. Where the application to Research 
Manitoba is for a specific part or specific parts of the additional application, the applicant must 
provide a clear explanation of the breakdown of the budget requested from the other funding 
source. 
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Should the applications for funding be approved by both agencies, Research Manitoba will, 
subject to availability of funds, consider requests for top-up funds should the approved funding 
be less than the amount awarded by Research Manitoba. 

7. Partnership Eligibility *New* 

Research Manitoba is proud to partner with the Alzheimer Society of Canada New Investigator 
Operating Grant program. Applicants who have applied to both the Alzheimer Society of 
Canada and Research Manitoba New Investigator Operating Grant programs are encouraged to 
acknowledge this in their Research Manitoba application. This partnership encourages 
Manitoba applications to the Alzheimer Society of Canada, and provides the organizations with 
the opportunity to jointly fund Manitoba research programs.  

8. Application Requirements 

Applicants are to ensure that they apply to the category (health, natural sciences and 
engineering, social sciences and humanities) where reviewers will be able to adequately and 
accurately assess their application. Research Manitoba adheres to the Government of Canada’s 
guidelines on Selecting the Appropriate Federal Granting Agency for health, natural sciences 
and engineering, and social sciences and humanities applicants. It is up to the applicant to 
ensure their application goes to the correct review committee. 

Applications for the New Investigator Operating Grant require the following information to be 
included: 

i. Budget Table and Budget Justification (maximum 2 pages) 
 Stipends may be paid to research trainees (Master’s students) up to a maximum 

of $17,850. Stipend amounts paid to PhD and/or Postdoctoral Fellows should be 
in accordance with your home institution’s policies. 

 Funding for equipment is limited to $10,000 for small equipment over the two-
year term of the grant. 

 Up to 5% of the New Investigator Operating Grant, to a maximum of $2500, may 
be used for travel related to knowledge mobilization. The use of New 
Investigator Operating Grant funds for knowledge mobilization travel in excess of 
this is not permitted without the prior written approval of Research Manitoba 

ii. Abstract (maximum 200 words): Provide a non-technical summary of your proposal, 
written in simple and clear language suitable for a lay audience. The summary should 
indicate how your research ultimately can impact the lives of Manitobans and people 
around the world 

iii. Need for Funding (maximum 1000 words): Identify how the requested funds will help 
move your research to the next level and increase the likelihood of your securing 
national funding 
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iv. Summary of the Proposal (maximum 1500 words): A summary of the proposal include 
objectives   

v. Details of the Research Proposal (Health - maximum 10 pages, includes tables, charts 
and figures; NSE &SSH – maximum 6 pages, includes tables, charts and figures) This 
should include objectives, literature review, experimental approaches, methodology, 
student training plan and philosophy, and expected outcomes, impact(s) and knowledge 
mobilization/knowledge translation plans.  

 Materials provided in the appendices must be supplementary in nature. The 
appendices must not be used as a means to provide essential details of methods 
or study rationale that would normally be included in the Research Project 
Description. Reviewers will be under no obligation to read more than the first 10 
appendix pages. 

vi. Impact of COVID-19 (maximum 1 page): To take into account the impact of COVID-19 
on the reduced ability to conduct research as of March 2020, an additional one (1) page 
can be added to the end of your Research Proposal outlining how your research 
program has been affected.  

vii. Integration of Gender and Sex Based Analysis (if applicable to your research program): 
Please explain if/how gender and sex-based analysis have been involved in your 
research design. Please note this explanation is not in reference to your research team. 
See Appendix A for more information on this. 

viii. Letters of Support: Include a single PDF of all signed letters of support received by the 
application deadline. Letters of support can also be sent directly to Research Manitoba’s 
Helpdesk up to two weeks past the application deadline. Please see the Application 
Deadline section above for specific dates.  

 Letters of support should be from collaborators and/or consultants (who are not 
co- applicants) and should substantiate their willingness to participate in the 
proposed research project, and describe their role in the proposed research 
project 

ix. *New* Previous Reviewer Comments: If this is a resubmission from a previously 
unsuccessful application you will be required to upload a PDF of the Primary and 
Secondary Reviewer comments from your last application.  

x. Response to Previous Reviewer Comments (optional, maximum 2000 words): This 
section provides you the opportunity to respond to the comments of your reviewers and 
note changes you have made to the current application.  

xi. Suggested Reviewers: Suggest the names of three (3) independent experts competent 
to assess the technical aspects of the proposal. This list can include experts from the 
academic community and/or non-academic community (ie. public/private sector). If 
possible, please include at least one expert from Manitoba. Suggested external 
reviewers should not be in a conflict of interest with the applicant or any member of the 
research team.  
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xii. Signature Page: Once you have received the required signature(s), please upload the 
completed form. 

Canadian Common CV (CCV): An updated Research Manitoba Canadian Common CV (no older 
than six months) is required from both the applicant and co-applicant(s) for submission. 
Publication and funding updates are accepted via email up to the day before the review 
committee meets. Please email the Manager, Programs with relevant updates after the 
application deadline. 

For support completing the Research Manitoba GMS Application and CCV please see the PI 
GMS User Guide.  

9. Assessment Criteria 

Applications are evaluated in a competitive, peer-review process that considers the following 
criteria: 

i. Importance of the research problem and the information sought 
ii. Adequacy of the research design 

iii. Feasibility and promise of the methods proposed 
iv. Novelty or originality of the application 
v. Training experience, productivity, and research competence of the investigator(s) 

vi. Suitability of facilities, including the availability of any special resources required 
vii. Appropriateness of the requested budget relative to the work proposed 

viii. Gender and Sex-Based Analysis - sufficient justification must be made as either how the 
sex and/or gender considerations will be considered in your research proposal, or why 
sex and/or gender are not applicable in your research proposal. 
 

10. Reporting, policies and other information  

Research Manitoba reserves the right to determine the eligibility of applications, based on the 
information therein. Research Manitoba also reserves the right to interpret the regulations and 
policies governing its funding opportunities. 

All applicants and grant holders must comply with the regulations set out in the Research 
Manitoba Finance and Administration Guide. 

Research funds are to be spent according to budgets approved during the review and decision 
process. Occasionally, it may be necessary to reallocate grant funds between approved 
categories if the needs or circumstances of the research project have changed. Grant holders 
need Research Manitoba approval for such reallocation only if the change involved is 25% or 
more of the grant’s total. 

Grant recipients are to report the outputs and outcomes of their funded research project. Grant 
recipients will be informed by Research Manitoba when the reports are to be completed.  
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11. Contact Information 

For questions regarding the application and submission process, please contact: 

Jennifer Cleary 
Manager, Programs 
jennifer.cleary@researchmb.ca 
204.924.7070 
 
For support with GMS, please contact: 
Research Manitoba Helpdesk 
helpdesk@researchmb.ca  
Monday – Friday – 8:30AM – 4:30PM 
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Appendix A – Gender and Sex-Based Analysis 

The inclusion of sex (biological), gender (socio-cultural) and diversity considerations in research 
design makes research more ethically sound, rigorous and useful. Although the inclusion of sex, 
gender and diversity considerations are not applicable to all research fields, Research Manitoba 
strongly encourages applicants to consider these areas in their research design.  

Where these considerations are applicable, applicants to the New Investigator Operating Grant 
are required to answer four questions related to gender and sex concept for research, similar to 
those required by the Tri-Agencies. Please note that the answers to these questions are not in 
reference to your research team. 

The four questions are: 

1. Are sex (biological) considerations taken into account in this study? (Y/N); 
2. Are gender (socio-cultural) considerations taken into account in this study? (Y/N); 
3. (If the respondent answers "yes" for one or both questions #1 and/or #2) Please describe 

how the sex and/or gender considerations will be considered in your research proposal. 
(maximum of 2,000 characters); 

4. (If the respondent answers "no" for one or both questions #1 and/or #2) Please explain 
why sex and/or gender are not applicable in your research proposal. (maximum of 2,000 
characters). 
 

 

Here are some helpful resources to help you answer the above questions: 

CIHR 

How to integrate sex and gender into research 

CIHR training modules for assistance on completing the above four questions 

CIHR video on Assessing Sex and Gender Integration in Peer Review 

NSERC 

Guide for Applicants: Considering equity, diversity and inclusion in your application   
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New Investigator Operating Grant Application Checklist 

Please see the PI GMS User Guide for additional support on the GMS and the CCV.  

 Carefully review the eligibility requirements to ensure you, and co-applicant(s) if 
applicable, are eligible to apply 
 

 Open a GMS account with Research Manitoba. Both applicants and co-applicants(s) will 
need GMS account. 
 

 If you have any co-applicant(s), you must ensure that their GMS account email is 
entered into the co-applicant section of the application form 
 

 Complete the Operating Budget and Budget Detail. Upload the Budget Detail as a PDF to 
the GMS  
 

 Complete the detailed description of your proposed research project and upload it as a 
PDF to the GMS  
 

 Combine any Letters of Support that you receive before the application deadline to a 
single PDF and upload it to the GMS 
 

 Upload Primary and Secondary Reviewer comments from your previous application to 
the GMS, if applicable 
 

 Arrange for all required signatures on the Signature Page of your application. Once all 
signatures have been received, upload a PDF copy to the GMS 
 

 Complete or update your Research Manitoba CCV and attach it to your GMS account. 
Both applicants and co-applicant(s) will need to attach an updated Research Manitoba 
CCV (no older than six months) to the GMS 
 

 Submit your application on or before 4:00 PM CST, Tuesday, March 1, 2022. Research 
Manitoba only accepts online applications – hard copy applications will not be 
accepted. 
 

 Any Letters of Support received after the application deadline can be emailed to 
Research Manitoba’s Helpdesk until 4:00 PM CST, Tuesday, March 15, 2022 

 


